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Parent’s plea at Tzedek forum Victim speaks out
PHOEBE ROTH

AJN STAFF

AN impassioned plea by the parent of
a victim of child sexual abuse for the
community to never again become
complacent about this evil was a
moving highlight of a Melbourne
community education forum on
child sex abuse.
To mark National Child
Protection Week, Tzedek Australia, an
advocacy and support group for victims of child sexual abuse, held its
forum with professionals on
September 6, involving lawyers,
school principals, teachers, rabbis,
psychologists and youth leaders.
Among the speakers were Sydney
academic, Bettina Cass, an emeritus
professor of the University of
NSW,who specialises in family social
policy, and Queensland educator
Delwyn Cameron.
The forum went ahead despite a
decision to revoke the invitation of
child sexual abuse expert Dr Norman
Goldwasser after complaints about
his historic ties to groups supporting
sexual reorientation therapy. The
American clinician did visit Australia,
however, and spoke to communal
groups about sexual abuse in Jewish
schools.
At the Tzedek forum, three victims
shared their stories. One of the presentations was in the form of a parent’s letter to the community, in

At the Tzedek forum, from left, Elka Gaensler, Liat Winer, Dr Michelle Meyer (CEO
Tzedek), Lisa Belleli and Nicci Kabani.

which the parent reflected: “Today I
learnt about the concept of communal grooming.
“I used to think there was only
grooming of the individual. A process
of deceit where a sweet and innocent
being is manipulated and moulded
until they are ripe for the plucking by
a charming and evil creature so that
they can perpetrate an act heinous
and bold that can never be undone.
“That’s what was done to my son.
But now I know that it was also done
to you, my community, by the same
perpetrator. Knowing you were also
groomed has actually been liberating
for me. It has helped me not to hate
you quite so much. It has given me a
new healthy perspective on why you

judged my son and advocated for the
sick individual who harmed him.”
The evening session, launched by
Caulfield MP David Southwick and
magistrate Greg Levine, included key
information to empower the community in the steps to keeping children safe.
Tzedek Australia CEO Michelle
Meyer said that learning the facts,
minimising the opportunities and
understanding grooming, and talking
to children about body safety and
intervention strategies, is crucial.
“A comment was made by one of
the presenters which says so much
about the importance of intervention – ‘Imperfect words are better
then perfect silence,’” reflected Meyer.

YANKI (Jacob) Waks, the brother
of child sexual abuse victim advocate Manny Waks, has spoken publicly for the first time about his own
experience of being a victim.
Yanki, who was molested during his primary schooling at
Yeshivah, said that although his
peers knew of his abuse, he did not
speak out until now for a number
of reasons.
“I thought it would be counterproductive for a long time,” he said,
noting a disturbing common perception that it was a “Waks issue”.
“I think the Royal Commission
showed the world, and showed me
definitely, that it is not a Waks
thing, it’s a not a Jewish thing, it’s
not an Orthodox thing. It’s a sick
thing that happens to every kind of
community,” he said.
Yanki, who now lives in New
York, said the abuse he experienced
has also become a lot more real to
him since former Yeshivah teacher
David Kramer pleaded guilty to
child molestation charges in
Missouri in 2008.
“I would freely talk about it with
anyone who asked questions, but I
was removed from it. I was
removed from the episode,” he
recalled. “[Kramer’s arrest] really
brought me back to earth for the
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last six years, thinking about it,
talking about it.
“And I feel like coming back to
the scene of the crime in Australia,
so to speak, this will be my closure.”
Yanki spoke on Tuesday evening
on a panel which was originally
intended to follow a screening of
Breaking the Silence. However, preceding the discussion instead was a
screening of Brave Miss World,
which follows Israeli beauty queen
Linor Abargil’s journey from victim
of rape to worldwide activist.
The Q & A was moderated by
journalist Michael Visontay, and
featured Yanki and Manny Waks, as
well as Breaking the Silence director
Danny Ben-Moshe, who described
the Royal Commission as a “game
changer”.
Breaking the Silence, which is now
due to air at the end of October on
the ABC, features Yanki’s story and is
a sequel to 2014’s Code of Silence.
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From left: Michael Visontay, Manny
Waks, Yanki Waks and Danny BenMoshe.
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We acknowledge the legacy donors to Keren Hayesod –
United Israel Appeal whose vision, commitment and great acts
of Tzedakah, gave strength to the people of Israel.
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YOUR WILL…ISRAEL’S FUTURE
Leave a lasting legacy by creating an Endowment Fund or arranging a Bequest to the United Israel
Appeal. No matter how big or small, a bequest of any size will do a world of good and assist Israel
through the work we do at UIA. For more information, please contact:
Amit Tzur-Tal - Executive Director/Shlicha on 9272 5533 or Amit.Tzur-Tal@uiavic.org
Estelle Wytwornik - Planned Giving Co-ordinator on 9272 5533 or Estelle.Wytwornik@uiavic.org

